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Absorptive Corrections and Form Factors in the Peripheral Model
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Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, Stamford, California
AND
GonnoN L. SHawt
Institmte of Theoretical Physics, DePartrnemt of Physics, Stanford University, Stanford, California
(Received 9 April 1965)
Absorptive corrections applied to the peripheral model have provided a relatively successful interpreta-
tion of a variety of high-energy production processes. There exist, however, a number of dif5culties asso-
ciated with these calculations. We consider the reaction mal' —& pS', which is dominated by 71- exchange,
in order to study the following three ambiguities: (i) the actual dependence of the absorptive corrections on
the initial- and final-state elastic-scattering phase shifts, (ii) the role of a form factor, and (iii) the numerical
values of the final-state elastic-scattering phase shifts. The comparison of our calculation with the experi-
mental data, in particular the density matrix of the p, leads to the following results. The j=-, partial waves
must be totally suppressed by the absorptive corrections and the form factor must play a very minor role
in order to fit the observed deviation of the p s density matrix from that predicted by the exchange of a 7i- in
the peripheral model. (A form factor cuts down the low partial waves in a manner which leaves the density
matrix unmodified from the simple peripheral model and thus reduces the eGect of absorption corrections on
the density matrix. ) We expect any form factor associated with s. exchange to have a weak t dependence,
since there exists no resonance with the appropriate quantum numbers (to couple to the m) with energy
1.3 Bev. It is plausible that form factors (in addition to the absorptive corrections), while unimportant
for e. exchange, may play a significant role in vector exchange (since there seems to be an abundance of high-
spin resonances).
I. INTRODUCTION
'HE analysis of many high-energy production proc-
esses in terms of a peripheral or single-particle
exchange model (PM) has proved to be very useful. The
failure of the simple PM to yield the striking forward
peaking observed experimentally as a function of pro-
duction angles (or the momentum-transfer variable t) as
well as the violation by the PM of the unitarity limit for
the low partial waves was well known. Motivated by the
fact that the exchanged particle is off the mass shell the
PM was modified (PMF) by the introduction of
empirical form factors to take care of these discrepancies
with experiment (and theory). ' However, the form
factor
where m is the mass of the exchanged particle, intro-
duced phenomenologically into the scattering ampli-
tude, required a quite unphysically small h. to fit the
data."A second difficulty with the PMF has recently
developed due to accurate experimental data now
available on the polarization of the produced particles.
The new data'4 show significant deviations from the
predictions of the PM, and the PMF gives, of course,
the same results for the density matrix as the PM.
* Supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
t Supported in part by the U. S. Air Force through Air Force
Office of Scientific Research Contract AF 49(638)-1389.
' E. Ferrari and F. Selleri, Nuovo Cimento 27, 1450 (1963).
Z. Guiragossian (private communication).
~ G. Goldhaber, W. Chinowsky, S. Goldhaber, W. Lee, and T.
O'Halloran, Phys, Letters 6, 62 (1963).
4 Aachen-Birmingham-Bonn-Hamburg-London (I.C.)-Munchen
collaboration, Nuovo Cimento 31, 729 (1964); Phys. Rev. 138,
B897 (1965).
Moreover, in the energy range under consideration, any
one particular reaction is a small part of the total
inelastic cross section, i.e., there are many open com-
peting channels. These considerations recently have led
to a number of calculations' ' in which unitarity re-
quirements modified the PM and PMF by taking into
account the competing absorption processes (for the
initial and final state) in a manner analogous to dis-
torted-wave Born approximation calculations of low-
energy nuclear physics. We refer to these unitarized
models as UPM and UPMF, respectively. These calcu-
lations, in a number of cases, yield good fits both to the
production cross section as a function of t and the
density matrix for the produced particles.
There are several basic difficulties or uncertainties
connected with the UPM (and UPMF). In particular
we will be concerned with the following three points:
(a) numerous approximations are made in getting the
UPM into a simple useful form: Several different forms
have been suggested. It is not our purpose to discuss the
theoretical foundations' '4 of these schemes, although a
critique of some of the derivations is presented in the
Appendix. (b) Although the form factors used in the
e N. Sopkovitch, Nuovo Cimento 26, 186 (1962).
6 M. Ross and G. Shaw, Phys. Rev. I etters 12, 627 (1964).
7 A. Dar and W. Tobocman, Phys. Rev. Letters 12, 511 (1964).
8 L. Durand and Y. Chiu, Phys. Rev. Letters 12, 399 (1964);
Phys. Rev. 137, 31530 (1965);Phys. Rev. 139, 3646 (1965).
' K. Gottfried and J. Jackson, Nuovo Cimento 34, 735 (1964);
J. Jackson, J.Donohue, K. Gottfried, R. Keyser, and 3, Svensson
(to be published); J. Jackson, Rev. Mod. Phys. 37, 484 (1965).
"M. Baker and R. Blankenbecler, Phys. Rev. 128, 415 (1962).
"R.Omnes, Phys. Rev. 137, 3649 (1965).
rs E. Squires, Nuovo Cimento 34, 1328 (1964).
'3 R. Arnold, Phys. Rev. 136, 31388 (1964).
~4 J. Sall and W. Frazer, Phys. Rev. Letters 14, 746 {1965).
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PMF were clearly unphysical, there must be some
modi6cation of the cross section due to form factors in
addition to tllc absorptive corrections. (c) Tllc Rbsol'p-
tive corrections require knowledge of elastic scattering
of the particles in the 6nal state as well as the initial
state. In general the 6nal-state scattering parameters
are not known.
It is the purpose of this article to study the above
three ambiguities from a purely pragmatic approach for
the production process
at an energy corresponding to a laboratory pion mo-
mentum I'I, of 4.0 BCVfc. Note that (2) is dominated by
x exchange. "
We shall consider in detail (a) the schemes employed.
111 thc absorption corrcct10ns, (b) tllc effect of fol'111
factors and (c) the nature of the pX elastic scattering. In
fitting the experimental data'4 for the reaction (2) we
wish to see how unique are the eBects due to these three
factors. The question of uniqueness is not only im-
portant from an aesthetic viewpoint but also in the
question extending these calculations from just a 6t to
existing data to that of a predictive nature, e.g., at
diferent energies.
The relevant formalism is given in Sec. II.The results
of the numerical calculations are presented and. dis-
cussed in Sec. III. The absorptive corrections we con-
sider have the following structure: Let fill represent the
llcliclty amplitudes foi tile PM 01' PMF. Analyze
flail
into partial waves
Then the UPM or UMPI" we use has the form
where I "8 is the phase shift for elastic scattering in the
initial, 6nal state. We make the usual simplifying as-
sumptions (i) that 8 does not connect different helicity
states and (ii) that 5 is pure imaginary. " Then the
forms for g which we will investigate become' '
(5)
"The contributions of &o exchange to the process (2) is small.
L. Durand and V. Chiu I,"private communication).
'6 Recently a sizable real part of the mp elastic amplitude has
been found in the forward direction LS. Lindenbaum, High Energy
Physics Conference, Dubna, U.S.S.R., 1964 (unpubhshed)g. In
principle, our calculations should include this fact. However, it
may be that the real part gets its contribution from the higher
angular momentum waves and that the low partial waves are
primarily absorptive. To test this hypothesis, one must observe the
real part of the elastic scattering amplitude at nonforward angles.
As corrections to low partial waves are the most important ones,
the assumption of a purely absorptive elastic amplitude may be
sufhcient. Possibly more important may be the contributions to thc
absorptive corrections from spin-Rip amplitudes, especially in the
pp state. At present there is no way of estimating these eftects.
Spin-Rip elastic amplitudes if sufBciently large would have a
sizable effect on the density matrix.
(6)
where v'—= I~'I —= Ic""I. We no« that (5) and (6)»c
equal for q&'= 1, i.e., when the absorption corrections are
small.
In order to investigate the effect of a form factor we
use for convenience the phenomenological form (1)
which lumps together any f dependence of both vertices
and the propagator of the exchanged particle.
To obtain the q's needed for the absorptive correc-
tions we use the following parametrization of the elastic
scattering cross sections:
&& expL ——' I ~R' I ~k'(1—cosg)$ (7)
Then associating g J with g'=J—'t', where
k
2i 2
d (cos8)P I (cosg) f,
we have, e.g.,
'7 S. Lindenbaum, Smleon Strgcknre, edited by R. Hofstadter
and L. Schiff (Stanford University, Palo Alto, Press, 1964).
'8%e use units A =c= j..
~9 It is ambiguous how one relates thc cutoff mass A. in the
phenomenological form factor (1) to a physical mass. However, the
form of Eq. (20) suggests that the form factor takes into account
thc exchange of a higher mass state A. with the same quantum
numbers as that of the particle originally exchanged. Thus we ex-
pect the mass A, to be of the order of magnitude of the masses of
states which can couple to thc original particle. For pseudoscalar
particles, wc do not know of any such state below thc billion elec-
tron volt region.
Now from mp elastic scattering we have" ro 1,&,1=2.5 F'
and IR =1.07 P. This yieMs, for the production process
(2), rr)&'='"=0.28. We, of course, have no knowledge of
pg elastic scattering. We assume that "E.= IR and take
~o «t» as an adjustable parameter (&mR' ).
Thus for both absorption forms (5) and (6) we adjust
the form factor parameter hs Lsee Eq. (1)j and the piV
total closs section 0 t g 1 to 6t tlm experimental data on
process (2).The results of our calculations of process (2)
may be summarized as follows:
The UPMF calculations using form (6) for the
absorption correction factor g do not 6t the data for
reaction (2). Whereas we are able to fit the angular
distribution for the production cross section with
physically reasonable values for A.', we cannot 6t the
density matrix using (6). Good fits to all the data are
obtained using (5) with the pX total cross section
=mR' Lsee (9)j so that ~ri' '"=0 and the form factor
parameter A.'&75m '.""This means that the j=—',
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one:
(z, lT, lx„/)= P g(-"3„„)(~,'IT Ix, ,/ )
where
P = (m '+q'+q" + (mp' m—,„')/4s)/(2qq'),
Xg(' 3 -'), (»)
where the absorptive correction factors g are functions
of the initial and final-state elastic-scattering phase
shifts. The forms (S) and (6) in Sec. I in terms of
5-matrix elements generalize to
Eg+M '" Er+M)"'4=q
E,-l Jkri-
h = (q'E —qEpP)/(qt/t, ),
a rgp~mgNNn/47I =S.Sz.
and
g (wN3, l) —(~Ng, j)1/2 (13) Also terms of the incident pion laboratory momentum
s= m~' jM'+2' (I'z'+tr/~')"
respectively. In all our discussions we shall assume that
the mS' and pÃ phase shifts are diagonal in and inde-
pendent of helicity so that (12) becomes
6 IT 'l~, /)=g( N3')g('N3/)(& IT' ll, /) (»)
In addition we take the 8's to be pure imaginary so that
the g's we study are given by (S) and (6).
The partial-wave decomposition evaluated in the
center-of-mass system for the process in I'ig. 1 yields
in the absence of a form factor":
a P+1i /3 —1
(-:
I
T I-:,» =—A-
@2 2i 2i
8
Xer/2, —r/2 (/3) $—3j,1/2,
4,
a P—1 /+1 &/~(ll TI —l »= (+- ca/s, —r/2'(/3),
W2 2 2
and
t = —q' —q"+2qq' cos0+ (E —E,)',
where 0 is the production angle of the p.
The e„,„/(/3) are rotation matrices of the second kind
related to the d„,„'(s) by
P—
g)
( —) 1 (/t+ g) e„,,& (/3)
2 2
' d '(s)ds//1 —s '& ")/" /'1+s —&/'+"»'
(18)
P—s k 2 5 2
The other six amplitudes may be obtained from (16) by
the symmetry
—(—x, lT I —x„—/)=(z, lT lx„/). (19)
Now the form fa.ctor (2) times the propagator for
Fig. (1) can be written as
(20)
a P+ 1) 1/2(—s I T'I —s, o)= —-8-h I er/2, 1/2/(/3)
2 2 i
GEp
4m,
a P—1 //P+1
(—l I r ' I l, ~) 5+( ) I=—)
X er/2, 1/2 (/3) (+3/, 1/2
a P+1 P—1
es/s, r/2'(Ift),
v2 2 2
Q Ep
Xer/2, —1/2'(p) ——4=&, , »2,
4 mp
"See Refs. 8 and 9 for full PM helicity amplitudes,
Thus the properties for the amplitude modified by the
form factor (2) are obtained simply by subtracting from
each term in (16) an analogous term with P replaced by
P+ (/1' —m ')/(2qq'). We note that a,ll the "exceptional"
terms proportional to i), r/2 in (16) drop out. Then the
(16) unitarized partial wave amplitude with a form factor
(1) becomes
'Ti~i'P ') =g( 3/)g('"3'){Tt.)'(P)
—TI),L'PP+ (h' —pt ')/2qq'j) (21)
with T(),I/(P) given by (16). The unitarized amplitude
T~&I is obtained by summing the partial wave series.
In terms of this amplitude the cross section is given by'4
der
(22)
dQ 2gg' &1&s,u
whereas the density matrix of the p meson is given by
p„„.(8) = (2qq'd /dQ) ' 2 d„'Q)(x&l TIA2n)
'Ay)tg, 0.p
X(xrl TI4p)*de„'(—1t) (23)
"K.Gottfried and J. Jackson, Nnovo Cimento 33, 309 (1964).
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4m pq sing
sing=
[~—(m, +M)']P —(M— )'] (24)
2.0
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0.5
Xd(xl' T(xl' —T(& l'(0)
A2 —m 2
Ttii IP+', , (2&)
2Ã
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make the absorptive corrections for the lowest ten
partial waves. Hence we feel that it is worthwhile at
these energies to deal directly with the partial wave
projections instead of making the large j approximation
in order to use the simplified expressions' ' involving the
asymptotic expressions for the d's.
We know that there is not a unique prescription to fit
the p production cross section da/dQ alone. The PMF
/using the form factor (1)] can fit this data, with
A'~6m ' ' However, this value of A.' is clearly un-
physical. "On the other hand, a calculation including
absorption corrections of type (5) with &~rlr/s 0 and no
form factor (A'= ~) gives a good fit to the data on
I.O
I.O—
E
g 0.5—
0
I.O
I
0.95
cos 8
A'= n
I
0.90
p = IO.O BeV/c
Po,o
V/
A'= 50
Fru. 7. The cross section at 2'r, =10 BeV/c using corrections ac-
cording to Eq. (5) with & s&is=0 and As= 00.
for the p meson. Experimentally we have"
0.5—
O. I
A'= co
A' =50
A' =co
P =0 53—0.11+0.12
Pj, 1=0.16 0.10+ 'M
Rep1, 0= —0 06~0 05,
(25')
Pl;I where these represent an average over the production
angle cose)0.9(—t(15m '). Now both the PM and
PMF give p0, 0=1 and all others zero, independent of
cose. Thus the data (25') rule both of these models out.
The results of our calculations of the VPMF show that
-O.I
= 50 0.7
Po,o 0.6
0.5
Pi, o
-0.2
I.O
I
0.95
cos 8
I
0.90
A'=
0.85
O. IO
Pl, -l 0.05
FIG. 6. Effect of including a form factor on the density matrix
elements p„,„.of the produced p. These should be compared with
the experimental values (25'). Other parameters in the calculation
are the same as in Fig. 3.
0.24
0.22
p = IO.O SeV/cL
A'e cO
da/dQ. This is shown in Fig. 3. We observe from Fig. 4
that changing A2 to 50m ' does not qualitatively change
the fit to the data obtained in Fig. 3. Figure 5 shows a
comparison between the UPMF calculations using (5)
with ps=50m s and & rites —0 with one using (6) with
A'=30@2 ' and & g1 2 ——0. Since the latter value of A.' is
not unreasonably small, the form (6) for the absorptive
corrections is quite acceptable.
Now we turn to the data on the density matrix p„,„
0.20
Pi,o 0. I8
O. I 6
O. I4
I.O 0.95
cos 8
0.90
Fro. 8. Density matrix at Er, = 10 BeV/c using the
parameters of Fig. 7.
25 I. Derado, V. Kenney, and N. Shephard, Phys. Rev. Letters
13, 505 (1964).
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form (6) cannot fit (25'):We find, e.g., that for &~rlr~s —0
and A'=30m ' (the same parameters as in Fig. 5), pp, p
stays above 0.95 and the others are =0.The data (25')
can be fit using form (5) but oddly with & ri&~&=0. Thej=-,'partial waves must be almost completely sup-
pressed by the absorptive corrections and only a small
correction can come from a form factor. A form factor
cuts down the low partial waves in a manner which
leaves the density matrix unmodified from the PM or
PMF. Thus the effect of a form factor in addition to the
absorption corrections is to bring the p„„back to the
PM predictions. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6. Here
we compare UPFM calculations using form (5) with
&~rit~s —0 and A'= 50m ' to those with h.'= ~. (If in the
former case & g~~2 had been chosen )0 to compensate
the effect of the form factor in a fit to do/dQ, the
discrepancy between the two calculations in Fig. 6
would of course be larger. )
Thus we find that only the UPMF calculations using
(5) with &~rir~s=0 and A' large (&75@x ') can fit the
data on process (2) at Pr, —4 BeV/c. Since the practical
prescription for the UPMF calculations seems reason-
ably unique, it would be of interest to perform experi-
ments at high energy to test these conclusions. We give
in Figs. 7 and 8 the theoretical prediction for & g~~~=0
and h.'= Qo at PI, 10 BeV/c-—.
%e note that our calculations have been based on the
usual assumption that the elastic scattering did not
involve spin Qip. The presence of appreciable spin-Rip
elastic amplitudes would invalidate our conclusions.
Finally we speculate that although form factors play
a small role in the exchange of a s. (or probably a.ny
pseudoscalar particle), they ha, ve a significant effect in
the exchange of vector particles: Experimentally there
seems to be an abundance of high-spin resonances at
moderate energies. "
APPENDIX: ABSORPTIVE CORRECTIONS
FROM A E-MATRIX MODEL IN A
RANDOM-PHASE APPROXIMATION
In order to get the absorptive corrections into a
simple useful form, a number of different approaches
have been considered. ' '4 Different approaches and ap-
proximations lead to different forms, i.e., from a
theoretical point of view we have no unique simple
prescription for the absorption corrections. Just to
illustrate this dilemma we consider the following simple
model to include the effects of unitarity due to a number
of competing channels. We are interested in the high-
energy region in which there are a large number of open
channels and the elastic scattering is mainly absorptive. '
Consider m (open) coupled two-body channels in a
given partial wave. The ega scattering matrix T,
defined in terms of the S matrix by
T= (S——I)/2i, (A1)
where E is real and symmetric. Note that any ap-
proximation on E still leads to a unitary S matrix. Now
we make the random-phase approximation:
(K'),,=pi K;iKi; 0 for—i4 j.
Now using (A3) we have
(K') v= (K')"K'~=K'~(K')~r ~
Thus K' is the positive constant times I:
K2= d2I
Hence we obtain for (A2)
T,,= (Kg+id'8, ;)/(1+d') .
(A3)
(A4)
(A5)
Taking the elastic scattering amplitude to be pure
imaginary in our high-energy region, (i.e. , neglecting K,;
with respect to d'), we have
(A6)
Our 6rst result is that all the elastic scattering ampli-
tudes are equal. Now using (A6) we obtain
T,,=K,,—',(1+q) for i' . (A7)
In addition if we take E;, to be given by the peripheral
dia.gram, (A7) gives a simple form for the absorptive
corrections. "
"We do not use the form (A6) in our calculations since it gives
smaller corrections than form (6) which we found did not Gt the
data for process (2).
where l is the e)&e identity matrix, can also be written
in terms of a E matrix as
T=K(I iK) '—= (K+iK )(l+K ) (A2)
